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ffy To Check Central's Hazards
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Investigation Spurred
By. Recent. Accident·
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By Q.M. flyaa

~ ·'

accident to take ..
on.
Wor~er$ from the ~ity'$ Traffic something·that needed ~Q be done
Eng~eering DCpartment will be long ago.''
'' &sse$sing . traffic
hazards along
She also suggested that studentS;~
. Central Ave. near UNM today, niight organize a ·boycott of all
Frank-- A.. Kleinhen~. · city chief merchants along Central until"
administrative officer said.
; ·· ·something is done to alleviate· the
Kleinhenz received a letter from problem.
.
City Council President and UNM · When asked about reducing,. the ·
professor Jack Kolbert asking that speed limit, Kleinhenz said, "You
such measures be taken as a result can change the sign (for the speed
·of a recent accident on Central. The limit), but our .traffic people say
accident involved a: ~oman who that doesn't mean a bloody thing ...
was bit by a bus.
He also said that pe9ple are conRobert Fosnaugh, of the city's ·ditioned to drive according to the
Traffic Engineering Department; environment and the speed of other
s~d, · HThere are regular. study · drivers.
..
grocedures that are being con- !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ducted" to regulate traffic ·con....
~:.1-~ •'"'' •
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ditions.
Kolbert's ·request also calls for·
.
."Clearer traffic speed sjgns" and"
'pedestrian' sign_s where not already
"in -place.'' He also asks for a
reduction in the speed limit along
Central by the University.
·
Wednesday, March 23, 1977
Meanwhil~, ASUNM President
Damon P. Tobias and ASUNM .
Sen. P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia have
introduced a joint resolution calling
for the senate to "endorse and
_support all .efforts and agencies to ·
.
alleviate such dangerous conditions.'' Copies· of the re.solution
WASHINGTON-The Senate
The action, in two showdown
voted
Tuesday to limit certain votes, gave· a clear victory to
were sent to th.e nine City Council
members and Mayor Harry Kinney. outside earnings for members under Democratic and Republican leaders
a new ethics code, but to let them and cleared the waf for passage of a
After~·tlie accident~ in which the
continue making as much as they
. woman was· not injured, Duffey can from ..stocks, bonds and other Senate code much like the one
adopted by the House early this.
said, "It's really sad that it takes an investments.
month.
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·Senators Limit Outside .Earnings
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Signs.·indepenlience Biil

-·Island Secedes .From· U.S ..
\~
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. ' BOSTON (UPI)-'Offitials frorit 'the resort· islands
of Martha's Vineyard and. Nantucket, equipped with a
national flag and anthem, Tuesday signed a
declaration of independence and filed a bill to secede
from Massachusetts.
The officials decided to form their own country,
state, or join another state because they stand to lose
"two seats in the Massachusetts,.House of Representatives under a pending statewide redistricting plan.
The secession bill was filed by State Reps. Terrence
McCarthy, !-Edgartown, representing Martha's
·.Vineyard, and John Conway, R-Nantucket.
"The only effective advocate for the islands is an ·
islander,'' McCarthy said.
Asked if he expected secession to be approved,
McCarthy said, ''This is like Dorothy and the yellow .
.
· .
brick road."
There are six towns on Martha's
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Critics in both parties, led by
Sen. Edmund Muskie, D-Maine,
tried initially to write a flat $8,62.5
limit, or I.S per cent of a senator's
$S7 ,SOO salary, on all outside income rather than a mere ceiling on
earning fro~ "personal services"
such- as speech'es. That 'move, first
· in the four-day-old debate on the
ethics issue, was beaten by 67 to 29.
The same forces then attempted
to strike out th'e restriction entirely
and to continue with present. rules
setting a $2.5,000 annual limit on
speechmaking honoraria but no
restrictions on "unearned income"
from investments. That was
defeated by a 62 to 3.5 margin .

has about 3,700 residents. Nantucket, with about
.5,300 people, is a town itself.
·
Under the redistricting plan mandated by a state
The $8,62.5 ·annual limit on
constitutional amendment, the size of the house must
"outside
earned income" was
be reduced from 240 to 160 members. Each new
recommended in a code drafted by
district must have about 33,000 residents under federal
a
special committee. under Sen.
and state court mandates· of one-person, one-vote.
Gaylord
Nelson, D-W1~
Cora Medeiros, a selectwomatt from Tisbury,
Muskie, in an angry, arm-waving·.
Martha's Vineyard, said aU 18 selectmen on both
speech
before the secon.d vote,
islands support the move. Residents will vote on
argued
the
plan would penalize .
secession at town meetings during the next few weeks.
McCarthy said the bill needs approval of Congress
if it is passed by: the Massachusetts legisll~ture.
A group of grade school children from Chilmark,
Martha's Vineyard, on hand for the ceremonies,
designed the blue and orange flag with a white bird.
The proposed national anthem has been copyrighted. ·

senators like him who need lecture
fees for extra money. but would do
nothing about investments that
might pose conflict of interest. He
said backers of that approach
"Haven't made a case/•
Nelson countered Muskie's
argument "'doesn!t ·make any
sense" an said th~ Maine Democrat
was simply asking his colleagues for
" the right to earn more outside
income. There's no principle involved here."
.iwt_,..,.,·
· Nelson reminded the Senate ~t"'
one point the median income for a
family now is $13,700 and Muskie
was asking that senators have "a
second income that is twice. that
much. My answer to that is no.''
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· Muskie, however, said the Senate
should be consistent and ifitfelt·no
need to limit outside income from
investments, it should take the same
approach on income from speeches
and other activities.
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Registration To Begin
For Summer & Fall

Musicians Rally Around Teacher
William Wood ls.on the alto sax andRita Angel plays the plano to a full house last
night at the benefit concert held for the legal defense fund tor Dr•. Susan .Patrick.
Plt;lck Is a UNM music professor fighting to keep her te•chlng job •t the University.

I

;YI

Continuous registration for summer and fall classes at the University of
New Mexico will begin Apr. 2S.
Students may register for summer and fall classes at the same time, and
registration will continue until the beginning of classes each semester.
The first two weeks will be registration by appointment only. All current
. UNM students will .receive registration materials and appointments in early
April.
.
.
The schedule of classes for the summer session wUI be available March
28 at the records office in Scholes Hall, the registration center in Bandelier
Hall and individual college advisement centers. Fall class scJiedules will be
.
.
available Apr. 4.
Students will fill out a course request card, as in the past, but will obtain
·confirmation of classes upon completion· 'of registration. The- course
request ~base of pre-registration has been eliminated, explained Assoc.
Registrar Rick Legoza.
After the second week of continuous registration students may register
or drop and add classes mi· any weekday. Program changes may be submitted after the second week.
Payment of tuition and fees will be required prior to beginning
registration for the summer session~ However, students will have until July
20 to pay their tuition and fees for the fall semester.
A pre-registr.ation meeting with an adviser is still required for-ali. fjrstsemester freshmen, returning freshmen, sophomores who were freshmen at
the beginning of .the spring semester, and new undergraduate transfer
students. Advisers are available at all the college advisement centers.
Identification cards and validation labels will be mailed to all students
who register before July 20. Those who register after this date wiU receive
theirs when they register.
·
.. .
.
More information about .registration is available at the registration
center in Bandelier Hall, telephone 277-.5~8.
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Serviceman, CIA Agent
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Hanoi To Return Bodies
Honolulu for identification checks
before being sent to the U.S,
Mainland.
'
Woodcock diso;losed on the
mission's homeward flight' "that
Hanoi officials also confirmed the
death of Tucker Gouglemann, a
retired ClA offjcia) ·who went to
Saigon just before South Vietnam's
collapse· In an attempt to rescue
friends.
Woodcock said Hanoi promised
lo return. Oouglemann's remains
along with those of a serviceman
killed in a airplane crash.
He said the Vietnamese did not

WASHINGTON (UPl)-The
WhHe 1-louse commission on
.g missing in action returned from
·...1 Southeast Asia Turesday and
~ announced Hanoi plans to return
A the remains o{ a fanner CIA agent
8 and a serviceman in ;mother good
':< will gesture,
"' Former Senate Democratic
::;;:: Leader Mike Mansfield said en
~ route home from }Jonolulu he
Z believed the nine-day diplomatic
N' mission helped give the United.
States ''a new beginning" in
&:: ·Southeast Asia.
Commission Chairman Leonard
Woodctlck, President of the United·
Auto Workers, told reporters
President Carter commende\1 the
five-!1Jember team for a job "well

o

a

done.''

He said he spoke to Carter by
telephone before leaving Honolulu
for Washington. He intends to
present the President the ream's
report on its visits to Hanoi· and
Vientiane on Thursday.
Besides establishing the first ·
direct U.S. diplomatic contacts
with Vietnam and Laos since the
end of Suotheast Asis fighting,
primary achievement of the mission
was to receive the remains of 12
servicemen listed as missing in
Indochina action.
·
Those remains were flown to
Hickam Air Force Base in

disclose the cause of Gouglemann's
death, in June, l976.
Rep. G,V. Montgomery, D,
Miss., said he was given to understand Gouglemann probably
died of "natural causes.''
The mission also got Hanoi's
pledge to continue searching for
information on the 2,550
Americans listed as missing or
killed and not returned from
Indochina action. But the Laotian
government provided no data on
that subject and the Cambodian
regime declined to receive the
delegation.

Hou-se Committee
Visits Ray's Prison

The attorney said he did not
antiCipate having to instruct Ray
not to answer any questions during
the interview.
Richard Sprague, chief counsel
for the committee, and four other
staff members drove up to the gates
of Brushy Mountain State Prison at
3 p.m. EST and were taken behind
the walls to meet with Ray in a
small office used by the captain of
the prison guards.
Ray is serving a 99-year prison
term for the 1968 sniper slaying of
•JIIIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUnrnrmrnmllnolnnmnnnnmnnnnnn"''""'""'"''"u'l.. King, felled by a bullet from a high= powered rifle as he stood on the
§
.
·
~ balcony of the Lorraine motel at
;; UNM Students: The Deadline to Apply for ~ . Memphis, where he had gone to
§
f S
d Falll977 ·
5 help settle a violence-ridden
=.;_=Admission or ummer an
IS
~== sanitation workers strike.
Friday; April]~ 1977
The. interview with Ray was to
§
~ have taken place Tuesday morning
- ~·Applications are available in the College_-~---= but was delayed after bad :weather
I
·
of Fine Arts Advisement Center
forced committee staff members to
switch from a private to a coma
.
5 mercial plane for their flight from
§
Fine Arts Center Room 1103
~ Washington.

·'

;;

PETROS, Tenn. (UPI)-Staff
members
of
the
House
Assassinations Committee visited a
Tennessee prison Tuesday to
question James Earl Ray· about the
1968 assassination of civil rjghts
leader· Dr. Martin Lu.ther King, Jr,
Ray's ·latest attorney, Jack
Kershaw of Nashville, said Ray
would tell the,group.all he knows
about the assassination.
"He will tell the ¢omplete story
to the best of his knowledge," said
Kershaw.

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

EitntHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIliiiiUIIIIJIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIni;

Friday, Mareh

By United Prew International ·

CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C,-Little hope remained Tuesday for finding alive any of the 12 missing crewmen from a Panamanian tanker
that was blown in half by an explosion apvarently triggered by a
spark from a welder's torch.
!

Earthquake Casualties Rise.
TEHRAN, Iran-The casualty toll rose steadily Tuesday as reports
filtered in from Southern Iran where a major earthquake jarred a vast
area along the Persian gulf. The state radio reported 60 dead.

Treasure Predicted in Fissure
WHITE SANDS, N.M.-A professional treasure hunter said ·
Tuesday the best gamble in the search for a vast hord.e of gold lies in a
fissure which slices into Victoria Peak.
·
Norman Scott of Expeditions Unlimited, which has until next Monday to find some evidence of the legendary treasure, said the search
would continue at several sites around the peak. But he said the best
chance of success was at Victoria Peak.

Dorm Robbed
During Break

Women Berate Carter Efforts
WASHINGTON-President Carter's telephone 'campaigns urging
state legislators to approve the equal rights amendment are ineffective, the National Organization for Women said Tuesday during a
protest at the White House.

Italian Pigeons. Get the Axe
SIENA, Italy-With what might seem at first glance excessive
revolutionary zeal, the socialist-communist city council of Siena
Friday will begin to guillotine up to 4,000 of the Tuscan town's
pigeons.
The tumbrails will roll from Friday for the pigeons which are affected by a form of salmonella first noticed in Copenhagen and which
could be dangerous to man.

.

WASHINGTON-President <;::arter Tuesday called for abolition of
the Electoral College-an institution that could have lost him the election last year ..
In an election reform package unveiled by Vice President Walter
Mondale, Carter called for a constitutional amendment abolishing the
college and providing for the direct election of the president .

~5

..___. By Leone! Ceniceros----------_,_ _ _ __.
I got a speeding ticket and when I
Since the law provides for
went to court the judge would not property passing to the nearest
let me explain, Instead he · just descendents of persons that die
charged me for the ticket and also without wills it may be better to
for court cqsts. Is there anything have a will drafted by a lawyer who
that I can do?
.
will tell you what all the alternatives
Fighting a traffic violation is are or to leave no will at all.
usually a losing cause because the
Some of the pitfalls of imjudge will normally believe the properly drafted wills are that they
officer· unless there is some unusual will not be recognized by the·
factor involved. Tickets given ·by probate court, double taxation
the state police or by the sheriff's could result, or the will won't be
department go .to magistrate court any go'od because some of the
and there is a $10 court cost if the children were not mentioned in the
defendant loses the case. The case will or a divorce had occurred after
can be appealed to district court but the will. was written.
'
this involves more court fees.
If you were found guilty without
the testimony of the officer and
were not given a chance to explain,
you were given the old "kangaroo
court" treatment. I would suggest
that to speak to the presiding
member of the local magistrate
During the spring break, a thief
court, Judge O'Toole. William
liroke
into a student's room in the
Gilbert of the Disciplinary Board of
basement
of Coronado dormitory
the State Bar in Santa Fe may also
and
stole
stereo equipment and
be able to help.
at $1919, UNM
records
valued
It is less expensive to contest a
police
said.
·
traffic violation given by the
Albuquerque Police because there
Items taken in the burglary were
are no court costs assessed in a $175 S-track recorder, a $229
Municipal Court. Also, unless the cassette recorder. two sveakers
loss of one's driver's license was at valued at $190, a $200 stereo
stake or there were unusual facts receiver and $1125 worth of soulinvolved appealing a ·case is not music record albums, police said.
normally advisable.
Another theft occured ,over the
break
at the UNM Cancer Research
What do I have to do to write my
Center
police reported. An emwill?
ployee
discovered
on March 14th
There are standard forms for
that
a
$300
volt
meter
and a $37.50
making your own will available at
electric
drill
were
taken
from two
office· supply stores and· many
seperate
rooms
at
the
center
over
people will continue to leave behind
tbe
week-end.
handwritten wills.

12 Crewmen Feared Dead

Carter Asks Election Reform

lllrcl·l~ltlft

At 7:30p.m.
Then hear Salsa, Roek; and Soul

CIICUI'

800TMAK£ AS SlNCf 1863

Saturday, Mareh ~6

Classieal Guitarist

Photo by Phylt!s Kushner

Sharon McKim
reminder that students were around
so the legislators could get to know
us. But we didn't have the real
socko that the guys from the
uranium and coal Industries had."
The attitudes of the legislators
were another discouragement the
committee had to fight. "I would
have been wilting to bet that it was
already determined that the
drinking-age
bill
wouldn't
pass-before the vote. It was hard
to come up against the Jiegislators
when they already had their minds
made up," she said.
Mike Benavidez, who was the
only member of the committee who
had been an ASUNM lobbyist
before, said, "It was really difficult
to explain to the other members of
the committee what it would be
like. You have· to suppress your
ego, which is difficult to do after a
while. You might be able to do it
once or occasionally. Some of the
other lobbyists freat you as bad as
the senators do."
He said it was difficult to lobby
the legislators because they changed

their minds so often. "You con- "'
~.
c>
stantly hear about the senators' and o
legislators' fltp-flop attitudes. ~
Never, throughout mY years in -<"
student government has it been as t-'
blatant as this year. At times we o
c:r
had them nearly convinced, only to .o
go back and find they had changed 2:::
their minds.''
~
Although there were frustrations, ~
he said he felt the efforts of the t-.>
committee
Influenced
the .:U
legislators. "t am sure they did by ~
the very fact that we were able to ....,
bring such a close vote on !9-yearold drinking. We were the only
school to do anything on the
drinking bill.'' The drinking bill
was killed in the senate by a twovote margin on the first roll call.
He said the University should
continue to have a lobby committee
so that students have the chance to
learn from the inside what politics
is like.
This year's lobby committee was
able to work on about half the
funds they were given because of
the facilities provided by a few
senators, he said. Rep. David Rusk,
D-Bern., and Rep. Dennis Pena, DBern., · provided the use of their
offices so that the committee would
not have to rent a room at a hotel.
These two representatives and Sen.
Tom Rutherford, D-Bern., helped .
the committee lobby for their bills,
he said.
The committee was allocated
about $2400, but it used about
$1200, he said. The money was
spent for meals for the legislators;
bill copies and duplicating; food,
gas and lodging for times the
committee members had to spend
the night in Santa Fe; and tuition
for the committee chairman,
Benavidez said. The money that
was not used reverts back to the
ASUNMfund.
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BOOTS

Sure, the others may cost less, but remember the old addage- ''You get
what you pay for" and besides, c~emicals are cheaper.

Fro-Yo has ·nothing artificial added"' Fro-Yo is brought to you in 4 naturally delicious
flavors-· vanilla, chocolate, strawberry, and lemon.
1M

At 7:30p.m.
then, one of the eity's BEST

10%

. !lltiD~II

OFF

Roeks

. , . 7:30-12:30

-

Cheek Out The Menu
at the
DELI-BAR
Admi•ion
UNM Stu.deatar(Pias Guest) with ID so~

.,

By Dolores Wood
The legislative session is over, so
the exhausted members of the
ASUNM lobby committee can
begin to nurse their battered egos
and frayed nerves.
During the 60-day session the
committee lobbied for the bills the
students most strongly supported
on the spring election ballot. These
included the house appropriations
bill, the mechanical engineering
building, and the food tax exemption bill. The committee also
lobbied for 19-year-old drinking
and the decriminalization of
marijuana.
"The first thing we had to do was
find out everything about the bill
we were lobbying .for,'' Sharon
McKim, a member of the committee, said. "We would go to the
sponsor and find out what he had
to say. We would try to get his
permission to go to the Legislative
Council and look at the memos
written on the effects of the bill.''
After the research on the bill was
done,· the lobbyists would prepare a
presentation for the committee
hearing of the bill, McKim said.
"Usually, there would be a couple
of days between the time the
committee gave a 'do pass' or 'do
not pass' recommendation, and the
time· the bill would be voted on the
floor. This was the most intense
lobbying period.
"We would go down and talk to
each one of the senators and find
out what they said they were going
to do. Then we would go down the
list of maybe's and give them our
.
side of the issue."
The limits of being a student
lobbyist got frustrating at times,
she said. "The influence that we
can have is really limited aS far as
what the other lobbyists have.
About all we could be was a

or the other types of Frozen Yogurt?
WE ASK YOU TO TASTE THE DIFFERENCE
Fro·Yo is the ONLV 100% natural frozen yogurt sold
in the state of New Mexico.
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Tension of Session Ends

~
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™FRO-YO

.WASHINGTON-AgricultUre Secretary Bob Bergland announced
Tuesday he will raise government milk supports six cents a gallon
Aprill in hopes that higher prices this year will prevent shortages and
even higher retail prices in the future.
The increase is expected to cause retail prices to jump six to eight
cents a gallon. Rep. Paul Fintlley, R-lll., said it likely will cost consumers $800 million a year.

FRYE

At9p.m.

Student Lobbyists Relax
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HAT'S NATURAL?

Milk Prices To Be Hiked

Classieal Guitarist
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ASUNM/PEC

In The Student U:aion Building

Courtroom Hassles
App·ealed Through
·LoQal Ma-gistrate
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The others are available almost everywhere around town but Fro-Yo
is available ONLVat: The

"'

•

men's
<

shop
2120 Centr.al S.l.

.'

2~3-6954

2216 Central S.E.-265-5986
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Per$pective

Editorial

•

FDA Lumps:

All Liberation Stands Are Valid

People_ Are Bitter
'<t-

G~a?

The Food and Drug Administration has decided that the sugar

~ substitute, saccharin, will be banned from the American market.

tf!

Their reasoning is that, under laboratory conditions, saccharin induces cancer in test rats.
Due to the FDA's ban of the substitute, a controversy has arisen
in which many people demand that the chemical be kept on the
market. The pro-saccharin forces say that too many people are
dependent on saccharin, such as diabetics and people with serious
weight problems,
These same pro-saccharin forces want the Congress to overrule
the FDA and allow saccharin to still be available.
This is the third time on the sugar merry-go-round for the
American public. First there was an FDA ban on Cyclamates
because it also allegedly induced cancer. Then there was a circular
ride when the price of cane sugar went up. Now we grab the brass
ring o.ver saccharin.
With the cyclamate ban and now the saccharin ban, the
credibility or decision-making ability of the FDA is leaving a sour
taste in the mouths of the public.
lllj;lllllllllllllllllllllll II IIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIII 1111111111111111111111111111111111 Op i n i 0 n 11111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
From the FDA and medical science we have now discovered that
cancer can be induced in test rats by almost anything.
H'as the research by the FDA and saccharin demand become a
nationwide "right-to-die" controversy?
By Ed Greeneich
in trying to solve the problem but
Having been associated with a this has apparently fallen upon deaf against this will: even to the point
We believe the procedures both technical and governmental
of appropriating zero funding
number of organizations on cam- ears.
used by the FDA should be evaluated by the Congress.
without
putting it up for a student
ASUNM has been in deficit
There is only so much the federal government can do in telling pus, among them ASUNM and
vote.
Will
other groups that receive
citizens what to ((at, drink, smoke or smear on their bodies. Perhaps PIRG, I find the present funding · before and worked it out' from less funding and have lower
controversy interesting, to say the within the $12 activity fee funding
the solution should lie in not the banning of saccharin but a cancer least. The recent ASUNM deficit of structure. The ASUNM Senate visibility get the next cut? Will it
warning label on containers of the product or on any product which $12,500 has been used to explain needs to take some responsibility happen for no other reason than
uses saccharin.
·
why PIRG's budget must be cut for for the debt that was incurred. A they are not pet programs of
This is not to say that the FDA should not lose its powers of ban- the next fiscal year. Even with this senator sits on every committee various senators who do not feel
ning products because this would leave the American public cut it would still put the PIRG which can only lead one to con- they should be accountable to the
students?
susceptible to the mercy of potential poisoners.
budget at $36,500, although it elude ihat the senate neglected to
It is quite ironic that the
But if saccharin is needed by some people, then let them have Would be only fair for all take the proper steps to reduce or organizatiOIJ
which was voted
the substitute.
organizations to bear this debt in- eliminate this deficit at an earlier
stead of just one. PIRG has offered date. Now some of them are trying down on the same ballot that the
to take on additional responsibilities to take the easy way out of this referendum for PIRG was passed is
now judging PJRG as n.ot being
nm•lnnmuummlllmnmmunn•nmllllllllllllnluulllmn•ummll Letters lmu•unnnnlllllllllllllllllnllulmunnnmlmlllllllllllnnmm•il financial bind by using money that
"responsive enough" to students ...
was specifically appropriated for Had the Board of Regents ap- " '
another purpose, On top of that proved all those referendums,
they want to do away with the only tuition would now be over $20 less
Editor:
organization
that provides for a per year. Among the number of
Being a student of the University walking as a main transportation,
them
in
a
dangerous
situation.
I,
refund
to
those
who do not want to organizations I have worked with,
It has come to my attention that
of New Mexico and an on-campus
and
I'm
sure
many
other
residents
support
it.
PJRG would have to be considered
resident, I have gained a viewpoint many motorists have a hard time as Well as off-campus students,
This is not to say thar all of the as responsive to the students if not
the
20-mile-an-hour
speed
keeping
concerning pedestrian problems
have been in that situation more senators are against PIRG. Some of
. with traffic on campus that I feel limit and many ignore the various than once. And the danger in- them are truly supportive. A num- more so than any of the others. The
senate should either honor the
could be beneficial to you as well as across walks that occur around creases at certain parts of the day
ber
of
them
are
waiting
to
see
what
campus,
failing
to
yield
to
wishes of the students with full fun·
other students that may• use
pedestrians and sometimes putting when pedestrian traffic is increased student reaction is to the ding or put it up before the studendue to class break or meal time.
preliminary
budget
recom- ts again.
For instance: at meal times, mendations. Other senators are
residents of Coronado and planning to represent the students
DOONESBUAY
by Garry Trudeau Alvarado
mu.st cross back and forth "in their o'Wn way." That is, they
across Redondo Blvd. to get to La are not going to let a little petition
Posada and it would be a great un- with over 50 per cent of the student
derestimation to say that just one populace's signatures included or a
pedestrian per meal is put into a 2·1 referendum get in the way or inEditor:
dangerous situation by. ignorant fluence their decision in relation to
drivers.
I am advertising for a partner
what they feet the students really
Therefore, I submit to you a plan need and want.
for the purpose of exchanging
to slow down automobile traffic
Instead of even discuSSing a
the gramophone records and I
and better protect campus referendum to see if students want
beg your help in this matter. I
pedestrians,
to continue their present funding,
can offer a large choice of
First: I propose that the in· ASUNM decided to start off by ar·
records
with first-rate classical
tersection of Redondo between bitrarily slashing the $49,000
Coronado Hall and Santa Ana .Hall budget to $12,500 in Senate Finan- ·music of European composers,
be made into a four-way stop.
especially of the Czech ones,
ce Committee (with several voting
Second: I propose that speed for zero funding).
and
also with the very
Other
bumps be inserted oh Redondo at organizations of PIRG's funding
teresting Czech folk music. ·
the proper intervals from the tennis class are heading towards the full
I am 26 years old doctor of
courts to Hokona Hall and to Cam- budget fuhding they asked for
medicine. In the 1975 year I
pus Blvd.
although none of these had a
have finished my studies at the
· Third: I propose that specific majority petition or a strong
Faculty of Medicine of J.E.
cross walks be inserted; (1J From referendum vote. GSA, the
Purkyne
University in Brno. I am
the north entrance-exit of Alvarado graduate counterpart of ASUNM,
interested
·in music and by the
across to the La Posada parking Jot, has had no problem with honoring
exchange I wish obtain the
and (2) From all exit-entrances of a similar student body referendum
·records with American jazz,
Santa Ana and Santa Clara across alSo by a 2·1.margin.
Redondo to Johnson Field.
rock and country music.
But a greater problem than
I beg for kind publication of
PIRG's funding heeds to be
ThomasJohnny
A. Zagone
resolved
here.
Too
many
people,
I
this offer in your college
Inc.
fear, are lookihg at this ftom the newspaper. I hope to find with
standpoint of a few dollars more or your help a $erious partner in or·
less appropriated by the senate to der to amplify our collections.
PIRG. The greater problem to be
MUDr. Petr Vranek
addressed has to do with whether
Tuckova 4
the senate has to abide by the will
61100
Bmo
of the students they wete sworn to
Czechoslovakia.
or if
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Editor:
with the women's movement to inRecently, Kathy Crowley wrote stitute change.
an opinion for the LOBO about her
More important, I take exception
views on what is now happening to
and in the women's movement. to Crowley's desire to distinguish
She expressed dismay over its between "the goals of lesbian and
separatism and its lesbian and "ac- feminist activists, and the overall
tivist feminist" factions, calling for goal of the women's movement.. .''
This goes against the sentiment exthe establishmeflt of human
liberation to educate and find alter- . pressed by Crowley herself-"if our
natives for the movement as it movement is to be a strong, ef·
exists now.
fective force again.st oppression,
women must be united toward a
I too am an ardent advocate of common goal."
the liberation of both men and
Internal factionalization is counwomen from traditional OPP.ressive
terproductive,
and we must stand
sex roles. I too have noticed the
the
beliefs
of others in the
by
strength and anger of the backlash
movement,
eyen
if they are dif·
against feminism. However, 1
ferent
from
our
own
philosophies,
believe that there are some basic
if
they
are
offensive
to the rest of
or
fallacies in Crowley's ideas which
society.
force me to reject much of what
The message Crowley gives is
she proposes.
that "women must be united
First of all, Crowley asks that "a toward a common goal," but only if
new branch of the movement be that goal is acceptable to the
established which will focus 'its straight,
conservative-to-liberal
energies on human liberation culture which makes up most of
through women's liberation." America.
Whereas women are the ones to
Gay liberation is not a movement
benefit most from human liberation
separate
from feminism-telling
(in that, albeit oppressed, men still
gay
women
that 't.hey too will have
occupy the dominant role in society
complete
freedom
once women in
whether they support the system or
general
are
liberated
is comparable
not), we should not have to take
total or even major responsibility to telling Third World women to
support their ethnic liberation
for it.
movement to the detriment of
We have been nursemaids for women's liberation, for only one
the so-called "higher ideals" of this can be focused on at once. There is
soCiety for too long. It this new
"-yegiasses or Contact Lenses
movement is to advance equality,
. F>1st service, quality 'and
let it begin by calling on men and
'
·
·
style at reasonable co~t
women equally to bring it into
being. An informal human
Casey Optical Co.
liberation movement, along with
(Next door to Casey Rexall Drug)
the somewhat more established
.Lomas at Washington 255:6329
men's movement, has been in
existence for some time; let these
New Mexico
groups combine their energies--

room for both gay people and
straight in the struggle for
fulfillment of personhood.
Lastly, I question Crowley's right
to call for the establishment of an
alternative to a movement which
has no official ideology, no set
dogma. Since the women's
movement runs the gamut oY
possible stances on the role of
women, there can be no alternative
to it. The National Organization for
Women and separatist lesbian
groups are equally representative
of the "real'' women's liberation
movement, since neither can claim
to speak for anyone other than its
members. There is already too
much infighting in the movement;
to formally break it down into
moderate, conservative, radical and
reform segments would further
destroy solidarity.
· We must come to the realization
that· all positions on the continuum
Letters to the editor should be no longer t.han 250 words,
of liberation- whether male, tYPewritten .and doubl~ !!Paced.
female, or human-are valid, and
Sender's.name, a!)dress and phone number must be included
should be recognized as such even
if they are contrary to our own.
with the letter or ·it will not be con$idered for publication.
Laurie Radovsky Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in

Editor:
I have been very pleased with the
work and lobbying efforts of NMPIRG. Their input in several areas
of legislation was very useful,
providing a perspective that otherwise might have been lacking. It is
refreshing to see students participating actively in our political
process.
We, as legislators, expect
pressure from- students on issues
that directly affect them. It is a
credit to the PIRG lobbyists that
they expressed an interest on many
other issues aswelf.
The students of the University of
New Mexico who support NMPJRG
should be happy that they have
been well represented in Sahta Fe.
A good foundation for work in
future sessions has been laid, and I
look forward to a continued
relationship.
Tito D. Chave~
State Senator

~"u~

. SHIATSU
THE JAPANESE
ART OF MASSAGE

an intensive five·day
seminar at the Serendipity
Day Care Center the session
will be led by Richard
Hyatt (of San Francisco)
senior student of Shizuko
Yamamoto enrollment
limited·cost *30.
·.
March 28-Apnl1
tirne 7:00-9:30prn
for registration or
details carr 242-9452
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An':J-ual Spring Sale
March 24, 25, & 26 ·

Free Slide Show

New and rental
cross country ski
equipment
Winter clothing,
polar guard
sleeping bags.
Clothing&
packs

Thursday March 24 7:30pm
Hard rock climbs
in remote areas

- Black Canyon

-The Diamond
on Longs Peak
·Canyop land<:
in Utah

Save-20-50%

11nutttaiu Q! ·altt
6307 Menaul NE

'881-5223

Pre.sen ted by

Earl Wiggins
from Colorado
Springs
and the
Mountain Chalet
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SUB Theatre
Film Guide

ASA
Go.ller_y ·

HQs-Been Isn't Anymore

Utopln

Utopia/Ra/BR6965
,
Review by D. Gibson
After hours of listening I've
Prints, posters, nostalgia, art
come to love Utopias fiftl;J album
deco and art objects found in many
Ra. Todd Rundgren, its producer,
By Miguel Gandert
"average" American homes from : .
and founder of the band, has
the 1920s through the 1950s are ·
8
shown he can turn out a comfeatured in the ASA Gallery exhibit
'B Hope you all had ago~d time during break, and that you're all ready for now
mercial
success. After 13 other
in progress. The show will
::E catching 11 flick. Good news, according to latest reports the problems with
records
proved
he is a master at
continue through April I; the
~ the sound system have been repaired, which should give better viewing
mixing
and
creating
sounds, I
conditions for us film lovers. Second t~ing, Tom Heady the film com- gallery is on the lower level in the
believe
he
has
a
hit.
Student Union Building and is open
vi mitlee chair has asked me to tell you that the budget bearings for the film
An eerie French horn sund,
"' committee will be next Tuesday at !l a.m., so if you could show some week<;lays from I 1 a.m. to 4 p.m.
mastermined by the keyboard;
support for the committee, it will be appreciated. Third thing, I've been
synthesizer player and vocalist
Called ''The Golden Years," the
asked to tell local filmmakers to call Nina Ross 243-J 635 in regard to exhibit includes nostalgia from
Roger Powell, opens "Ra."
showing their films on the local filmakers evening which will be held on Howdy Doody prints to patriotic
Drums, by the percussionist and
Wednesday the 30th, Whew, now to more important matters.
vocalist John Wilcox, cymbals, and
World War li posters. All exhibit
Starting the week out on Wednesday night is Man of Aran, a film by items are for sale.
guitars build and then its Go! This
Robert Flaherty, he's the man who made the eskimo classic Nanook of the
''Overture" quickly leads into the
North. Aran is a documentary film on the harsh life on the Irish island .of
first voc!ll "Ra." Ra was the god of
Aran.
Sun in ancient Egypt, their
On Thursday night is a Bunuel double feature, first oii the bill is Land
Supream Diety. Here the vocals are
Without Bread, which is a documentary film about Spain. Second is Los
clea.r and charged with intensity and
0/ivados, this film is one of Bunuel's most beautiful pictures. The film
emotion. It is a beautiful mix of
which won the grand prize at Cannesjs on the violence and poverty among
instruments and voices, "AU is
delinquents in Mexico. This film is a major film for Bunuel because i~ is the Emmylou Harris/Luxury Liner/Warner Brothers/BS 2998 .
one/communion with the sun."
first film in which he really integrates surrealism and realism.
By Bob Spiegel
The second song established what
Friday night Peter Watkins was scheduled. to be with us, but that has
This is easily Emmylou's best effort. It's a well,balanced, richly- the first song hinted at. Beginning
been rescheduled for next week. And in place of Watkins the theatre will produced album that shows Emmylou's talent for making other people's with T.R:'s piano
·
show Two Daughters, a film by India's greatest director, Satyjit Ray. This songs her own. She gathers a larger audience with each record, and I'm
two part film about the warmth of love and the blindness of lovers. The sure this album will bring her more than its share.
first part is about a young girl and her intense love for a student who is
assigned to be a postmaster in a small village. The second film is about a
There's a wide range of material here, and she adapts herself to each
young bride who leaves the man she is forcei:l to marry, yet she returns in song without losing her definitive style, a rare quality for one who came up
true love.
.
.
"through the ranks of back,up singers. She still represents the late Gram
As always films in the SUB Theatre arc a dollar and showings are at 7 Parsons with two songs: his "Luxury Liner;' and. "She." Emmylou's first
two re.cord appearances were joint efforts with Parsons. On the title track
a~n:;d;;9iii:iii!Siipi.mii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiii_iiiiii-~iiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiioC_,:- she docs a !)ice job of maintaining the style she and Parsons developed.
She does a beautifully bouncy version of Chuck Berry's "You Never
. l~ine Oeranan S;uasuge &. Cold Clltlli. U.etail
Can Tell," a classic Berry story of a successful teenage marriage. She lends
lllake your owu •Juick meal
tenderness to Townes Van Zandt's ballad "Poncho & Lefty." But perhaps
wJtll our delicio..,s
the nicest surprise is the Carter Family's "Hello Stranger." It's f!mazing
how she makes this 1938 song come alive with her simple, clear and honest
lillokwurst
treatment.
Bratwlll."St
For so many artists it seems to be on the third album that they find the
full
control of their talents. Emmylou is no exception. She has discovered
Vicuua Sa11sage
new areas of her voice. On Parsons' "She," Emmylou cracks her beautiful
I•olish Sa11sagc
voice wilh an effectiveness that's almost scary. This is her finest record;
there's a fullness and a continuity here that hasn't been as strong on her
previous albums. This is also he.r best cover. .

By Rachel Dixon
Albuquerque's white shoes and
leisure-suit set including Mayor
Harry Kinney and his wife, turned
out en masse to listen to an older
and breathier· Andy Williams
Monday night at the Kiva
Auditorium in the Albuquerque
Convention Center.

z
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Emm,Ylou At Her Be~t

Todd Rundgten

this record is about an idea, a vision
of creating an ideal reality-utopia.
In the "Magic Dragon Theater"
one can "kiss off your boredom,"
and come in contact with the
unordinary.
Hard rock too is present in Ra,
the unmistakeable go nuts, move,
yell, release! of riffraff rock.
"Jealousy" is especially in this
vein, and "Sunburst Finish," both
on the first side. It may all have
some truth in it, but its reason for
being all together isn't exactly clear.
The message of "Hiroshima,"
the first cut on side two, is unmistakeable though. Its sound is
classic rock again, with hard
drumming, an organ, .and guitars
along with an Oriental intermission
and a strange voice announcing the
impending destruction that befell
the cities of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Here the poetry of
T.R.'s and Powell's pens flows.
The record comes with a do-ityourself pyramid inside the jacket,
and lyrics printed on an illustrated
sleeve. It's an inspiring album
design. Three Ra's for creativity!

Get
out
Pitch
In!
National College "Pitch In!" Week sponsored
For more lnformallon: Contact ~o~r Dean of Student Activities or write to
"Pitch In!" llieek, Dept. C, ABC Radio, 1330 Avenue of Americas, New York, NY 10019.
KING OF BEERS® •

(Void where prohibited by law)

the backup musicians isn't topnotch. Keyboardists Merl Saunder
and Jac Murphy alternate folk,
blues, gospel Dixieland, and rock
ACIDC/:High Vo/tage/ATCO/sd with ease, while guitarist Teddy
36-142
Irwin stands out as one of the finest
Review by Lynda Sparber
talents on the disc.
High Voltage is another attempt
While other notable cuts include
·to mimic the supergroups like Deep Mike Reilly's nostalgic "1927
Purple and Led Zepplin with a Kansas City" and Neil Denaka' s
"One More Mountain to Climb,"
touch of punk. It basically fails.
There's a Jot of electric guitar on the last song is priceless. A song
the album, in the tradition of the which David Soul wrote for his
fallacy that electronic moaning and son's tenth birthday, "Kristofer
gimmics make good rock. AC/DC David," tells of a little boy's search
comes across as the typical bar . for the .Ladybug. of L_ove, and ends
band ala the defunct Triangle, by makmg a valid pomt about love
which means it is worth listening to for young and old alike.
David sings easily throughout /RAZOR SHARP"/Capitol ST
in states when you don'.J: care what
you're listening to.
with a beautifully controlled voice, 11570
.
Wah-wah frea~s should give it a and hopefully this album is only a
Review by Casey Dickens
chance; just remember its a rehash ·• sampling of future things to come.
Razor Sharp is Earl Slick's
of the old stuff with new lyrics. Not
second solo album, after a short
/ nostalgic..-. or . reminiscent--just
·career with David Bowie on
unimaginative. However, for what
"Diamond Dogs" and Bowie's live
it's worth, it's not rotten.
record.
Living
in .
the
This record is a true rocker. The
70's/Skyhooks/Mercury SRM·l- lead vocals and second lead guitar
JJ24
are by Jimmy Mack. Earl Slick is a
Review by George Gesner
versatile guitarist; showing his
Australia is no longer a talent on slide guitar as well as lead.
/Private Stock Records, Ltd:/ wasteland for fme musical groups. Gene Leppik is excellent on bass,
PS2019
Skyhooks is one of many "down- and a very active Bryan Madley
Review by Jane Quesnel
under" bands breaking the barrier accompanies .pn drums.
Don't mistake this album. for an that usually keeps most nonThe lyrics are not as weak as you
actor's first attempt. David Soul American groups out ofthe U.S.
usually find on rock and roll
has been singing and playing guitar
Skyhooks is not your ordinary albums of this caliber. "Waiting"
since his teens and this album is a everyday band and with names like shows some excellent lead guitar
fine example of his myriad talents.
Graeme "Shirley" Strachan, work as well as lyrics: "I see myself
David, who plays guitar and Redmond Symons, Doh "Bongo"
as pieces That never interlock. I
acoustic' guitar on the album, Starkie, Greg Macainsh and linger in the jigsaw while my head is
composed three of the songs in Freddie Kaboodleschnitzer the
on the block"
collaboration with Gardner point is well-taken.
"It's All Right" is a very catchy
McKay, a former actor of no mean
The fountainhead of the band tune, with exceptional guitar work
· talent who: disillusioned, gave up must certainly be the lead vocalist
acting in the early 60's. Of these, Strachan with his unique high tenor by Slick. "Post Yourself Home"
"The Wall" is a short, beautiful voice. fie can add an urgent tells of a man wanting his woman
back, Jetting b~r know of his acphilosophic statement, while roughness to a song when needed or complishments
at home.
"Black Bean Soup" is a rollicking lllellow it out with a smooth tender
There
are
a
few
dull spots on this
number in a bill country vein and voice.
record but if you like rock and roll,
"Topanga" is a soft, sweet ballad.
The first side is fresh, original .
Among the other cuts, David and diverse. The back side, you will like "razor sharp".
fot however, fails to keep up the good
MacKenzie's · "Horray
Hollywood" is not to be work although the tunes are
overlooked if for nothing other passable.
than the mandolin playing of Taj
"Crazy Heart" excels as the best
Mahal.
number on the LP. Strachan sings
In fact, thete isn't a song on the the beautiful love ballad in a
album where the performance of crystalline smooth voice while
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Your gro~p can really aid the
community, and the best projects
are eligible for some terrific educational awards and commemo•
rative "Pitch In!" T-sh i rts. So,
please, get out and Pitch In! Help
make this year's campaign the
best ever.

when he got serious to singsomeol'
patriotic songs from the South. He
put on a black suit, presumably to
mourn the pRssing of the South in
the Civil War by singing
"Dixieland" and" All My Trials.''

"Moon River" started the show
Closins with the ever-popular
and immediately middle-aged "Dream the Impossible Dream,"
women began sighing, oohing and Andy bounc~d off the stage and
The warm-up act was an up-and- aahing. Songs rolled easily out of returned for three or four calls
comming, second-rate comedian that silver-tongued California before anyone really had a chance
with the incredible name that only a recently of Aspen, Colo. man with to miss him.
press agent could love-Johnny "Love Story,'' "Breaking Up Is
Dart. He imitated "the usual Tom Hard To Do'' and "Days of Wine
Albuquerqueans coming to see a
Jones, John Wayne, Frank Sinatra and Roses."
performer whose time .has past
and Howard Cosell. Running
Half way through the show, he certainly fulfilled their exquickly through that routine and had. tlie house lights turned up to pectations. If the type of cities Any
hearing mediocre laughs, Dart introduce Mayor Kinney and Williams is going to visit in his
switched tracks to joke about his Kathleen Kennedy to the audience.
week-long tour is any indicastion of
family, constituting o[ a dog, cat
the type of people he is reaching out
•.
and a baby.
After changing into a white silk for, Andy and his band are off to .
"People say that' my little baby shirt and suit, Andy h&d the women sing in Lake Charles, La., Tulsa,
boy is spoiled-come on, all babies gasping as he gave them a couple of Okla., and Fort Worth, Tex,
pelvic thrusts in songs like 'I Can't
Help Falling in Love With You"
Tempis fugits, Andy Williams
and "Love Will Keep Us and not to be sacreligious, your
Together".
time passed years ago along with
The last costume change was the Kennedy Era,
Starkle and Symons come in
pedodically with the heavy guitar
sound.
"Is This America" is a tragic
look at a new and foreign land. The
lyrics can be frightening. It ranks
with "Crazy Heart" as a hard
number.
The single off the album is a
happy-go lucky sing-along piece
called "Blue Jeans." The old
western (cowboy) folk music influence is definitely noticed.
Monday • Saturday
Skyhooks is fairly good catch.
Rate the album B minus.
7:30. 8:30

Give hero.

by Budweiser® and ABC Radio is April18- 22.
All you have to do is get out and
Pitch In! Get your fraternity,
sorority or organization to pick
up or paint up on campus or In
your community. Then document
your efforts with snapshots, films,
press coverage, reports or diaries.

Photo bJ Rachel Dixon

Andy Williams .

smell like that," Dart boasted.
Andy appeared in his red velvet
suit, his face more lined but still as
Coppertone tanned as when he
toured with the Osmond Brothers
in the 60's.
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UN M Tracksters
Meet Tennessee

UNM Splits Twin Bill

Fern Skiers Fin.ish ·sixth
Rebecca Whealen, and Erickson
scored 62 points with a tenth-place
finish in the race.
Dartmouth University took the
team title with 448 points followed
by Utah in second with 416 points.
UNM scored 283 points for its
·sixtb-place finish.
"We could have skied better.'.'

.

On a sunny day in AlbuquerQUe
Sports Stadium UNM split ·a
doubleheader with Texas Tech
yesterday,
The Lobos won the first game 5-I
but Tech came back to win the
second game 2-o.
In the opener pitcher Rob
Hoover went all the way to pick up
his fourth win against one loss. The
UNM offense was led by Steve
Muccio, Randy Rima, John
Konitzer and John Cifelli with two
hits each. Muccio had two RBl's
and Konitzer and Rima each
knocked in one run. Hoover held
Tech hitless through the first three
innings.
In the second game Texas Tech
pitcher Tom Black shut out the
Lobos as he only allowed three hits
in the seven inning game. The game
was scoreless until Tech scored one
run in the sixth. They added an
insurance run in the seventh.
he Lobos will play a
doubleheader today starting at 2
p.m. at Lobo Fielcl. One game will
be against Texas Tech and the other
game will be against New Mexico
Highlands University.

[),uj, I VIJO

Sports
Brooks said, ''I'm never quite
satisfied, but then I guess that's the
sign of a good program," he said.

, Photo by Phyllis Kushner

Tracksters. Place Ninth in NCAA
Solomon Wins the 600-Yard Run

~stems.

•

and
Saving lives.

safety

•

Ferns Ruri
Exhibition
By Ed Johnson

The UNM women's track team
will, once again, be running as an .
exhibition team as they compete
against local AAU women at 6 p.m.
today at University Stadium.
Due to some misunderstandings,
Tennessee will not have its women's
team here and the Texas Women's
Track Club could not come.
But as Coach Tony Sandoval
said, just because they could not
come, "It doesn't mean that we'Je
not running.''
Lobo Head Coach Barbara
Butler said the Lolro women have
been · "running well in practice,
They have been working really
hard."
Sanaoval said, "We have really
come along. A lot of the women are
excited."

Two Boxers
Take Firsts

..
These are just some ofthefields you're likely
to work in while you're an officer in
the Coast Guard.
Of course, you'll get a lot of speci"Jiited training. Not in the classroom,
but on the job while you perform your
duties. That way you'll develop leadership and management skills. The Coast
Guard's a small organization with relatively few officers. So we put your
talents and ability to use as quickly ·
as possible.
Coast Guard officers are well

•

paid: But what we really offer you is richly
rewarding work.Work that's meaningful.
To you and to your country.
The Coast Guard's got a lot to offer college graduates. So, before you decide what
you're going to do after graduation, get the
full story when our representative visits
your campus. Your college placement
office can arrange an appointment.
Or cail us, toll free, at 800-4248883 for the location of your
nearest Coast Guard officer recruiter.

lhe Coast Guard.

Our representative will be on your campus March 31 • April 1

By Carol Pavletich
UNM placed ninth in the NCAA
indoor Track and· Field Championships in Detroit with Michael
Solomon capturing the 600 yardrun in a time of 1:10.01 and placing
third in the 400.
The championship went to
Washington State with 25'h. points,
narrowly edging the defending
champion Texas-El Paso by a
halfpoint.
Second went to Villanova with 21

Two members of the UNM
Boxing Club won their weight ·
classes in the State Golden Gloves
Championships novice class in
Roswell during spring break.
UNM freshman Mark Sauter
captured the 165-lb. class, winning
his two fights by a knockout and a
decision. Coach Joe Turrietta said,
"He had some tough fights.''
Victor Romero, a student at Rio
. Grande High School, took firstplace in the 112-lb. class. Tutrietta
said Romero had "tough competition.''
Another member of the Club,
Don Gonzales, a UNM freshman,
finished second in the heavyweight
division. Gonzales, who weighs 172
pounds and usually fights as a lightheavyweight, fought a 233-lb.
heavyweight. He lost a split
decision.

Daily Lo o

· S orts·
points and Illinois finishing third
with 16. Kansas followed with
12'h., and Auburn, Oklahoma and
Alabama had 10 points each. UNM
had nine points to finish in ninthplace.
The Washington victory was an
upset, ending UTEP's hopes of

winning
it's fourth
consecutive
.
u
NCAA title.
Washington was led by Kenyan
runner Henry Rono, who is the
NCAA cross-country champion.
Rono, a freshman ran the two-miles
in 8 minutes and 24.83 seconds,
breaking the old record set last year
of8:30.91.
Solomon, the only competitor
from UNM to score in the meet,
succeded. teammate Charles
Dramiga as the 600 champion.

Women Tracksters
Run Relay Tune Up
By Ed Johnson
The UNM women's track team
tuned its relay teams as well as its
field event people as they competed
· as an exhibition team in the UNM
All-Relays Meet March 11 and 12 at
University Stadium.
The women had been displeased
with some of their performances
during the indoor season, but their
coaches, Barbara Butler and Tony
Sandoval, told them they would
come around during the outdoor
season.
Long jumper Dinie Norero, who
jumped 18·4 in the meet said, "At
first we didn't understand what
they were saying, but now we can
see what they were talking about."
UNM's super mile-relay team
composed of Cindy "Flash" Ashby, Lisa Gibbs, Susie Vigil, and
'llew-comer Tecla Chcmabawi
breezed through in a 3;51 time.
"They went wild," said Sandoval
of the long jumpers as besides
Norero's jump, Lisa Gibbs
launched herself 18-1 and Julie
Malone leaped 17- 'h..
The 440 relay members, Lynette
Guttierez, Cindy Hagg, Karen
Cunninghame, and Connie Joseph,
committed what proved to be,
disastrous hand·offs and ran it in
50.8, while Manzano High School
upset them with a time of 50.7.

UNM's high-jump record holcler,
Anita Marsland jump~d an inch
short of her record, yet still consistent.
The members of the mile-relay
team then ran the half-mile medley
and ran it ln J :47.5.
Kenyan, Chemabawi,. who is
known primarily for her distance
running is running well in the
shorter distances as she picked up a
clocking of 56.! in her 440 leg of
the mile-relay.
Edith Isadoro, apparently has
found her event. She had tried
other distances, but when she cut
about 10 seconds off her 880 lime in
one week, she said, "I felt much
better about it," and will probably
stick with it.
lsadoro ran a 2:35 in the 880 as
part of the 2-mile-relay team that
included Vigil, Donna Argo, and
Lucille Jones, and was clocked at
10:01.
The 880-relay team of Guttierez,
Hagg, Malone, and Billie
Colborne, was timed in 1:46,
Colborne tossed the javelin 107
feet 5 inches.
The mile·relay "B" team of'
Joseph, Cunninghame, Argo, and
Colborne, kept a pretty good pace
with the "A" team, running it in
4:05.
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S~;~ays FISH RANCH Thr~f~e;r~~~g
20o/o Off on all supplies
to UNM students with ID's

I
i

I

Gold Foil Barbs 4in .... 2••
Orange Cromlde ...••. 3/1°'
Marble Angels ........ 99'
Black Angels ... , • , • , • 99•
Glow Lights •...... •... 39'
White Clouds ..•...... 39'
Scissor Tails .. ,., .•. ,, 89•
Small Red Oscars., .... 2••
Large Plain Oscars ...........•.......•...........••• 9"

1425-BmE~~~~~~m~~

HAT'S NATURAL?
™FRO-YO

,.

'

I

or the other types of Frozen Yogurt?
WE ASK YOU TO TASTE THE DIFFERENCE
™ Fro· Yo is the ONLY 100% natural frozen yoglirt sold
in the state of New Mexico.
Sure, the others may cost less, but remember the old addage- "You get
what you pay for" and besides, chemicals are cheaper.

Fro·Yo has nothing artificial added™Fro·Yo is brought to you, in 4 naturally delicious
flavors- vanilla, chocolate, strawberry, and lemon.
™

The others are available almost everywhere around town but Fro-Yo
is available ONLY at The

Cove:red

'W"'ago.n ·
Mak•r• of Hani! Mad•
Indian )ew•lry
OLDTOWN

2216 Central S.E.-265-5986
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Organization's Funds Accounted

By John Hunter
• The Public Xnterest Research
.2 Group (PIRG) has submitted its
,5 budget to the ASUNM Budget
>. Committee for approval, and once
:;a again senators and students are
~ asking, "Where does my money
In the first semester of this year,
0
..g go?" The following may help the group's expenses totaled
Q.J answer that perennial questio~~o.
$18,839, the greater part of which,
~
$10,725.62, was paid to their
:::
For the 1976-77 academic year professional staff of lawyers,
PIRG was allocated $2 out of each scientists and researchers in 2~lary,
student's activity fee, or a total and to the state and feaeral
~- yearly sum of $61,650 (using 197(i.. governments
in taxes · on these ·
~ 77 enrollment figures). In that, salaries. Remaining expenses are
r5:: PIRG is assessed a five per cent accounted for by expenses incurred
service charge by the University for in the operation of their office,
processing student refunds of the $2
To understand the results of
fee, and considering that five to these expenses, however, one
seven per cent. of the stuctent bocty should examine fully what has been
requests a refund of the $2 fee, clone with the funds from th!: time
PIRG is requesting 80 per cent of of PIRG's inception at UNM in
the total allocation of $49,320.
1974.

CONTAcrs?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, lll·
8736. lfn

PIRG Update

z

Albuquerque Public Schools will be closed April4--April9 for
Spring Break.
Student/Staff Parents interested in supervision for their school
age children, grades I through 4 during this break please call
·
277-5528 and ask for Tom Williams.
.
There wjJJ be a meeting April2 at 10:00 a.m. in the Child Care
Co-op, Mesa Vista North, to arrange this service.
Program activities will be designed and discussed to meet the
specific needs of the parents enrolling children.

A mininHun of 20 children must he enrolled to guarantee
this program.

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
SlOooSummer
all year plus the
Session
Marron Ha1113J
or by mall to:

UNM Box 20, UNM'
Albuquerque, NM
87131

Personals

PAST

FUTURE
-Projects in areas of: transportation;, solar energy; investigation of Environmental
Protection
Agency;
racial
discrimination; establishing a.
shelter for battered wives; Janet use
planning; preparing 1977 Food
Day, and consumer price survey.
The professional staff at PIRG
works at a salary below that
available !o them in private
practice. The maintenam;e of a
professional staff is necessary,
PIRG says to provide students with
access to qualified personnel and
reliable info.rmation sources in their
research, as well as to insure a
constant, ongoing research effort,
free of "vacation burnout"
prevalent in other such student
organizations.
While students involved with
PIRG research projects are not paid
for their efforts, they can receive
course credit from UNM and
compensation for travel and
materials expenses.

PASSPORT, (MMJGRATION, J.D. photos. Lowest
prices Jn town. Fast, pleasing, CaU 265.2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn

-October 1974-PIR.G conducts
a survey of Albuquerque banks to
determine if the banks are complying with federal regulations
regarding quotation of interest
Edward Whitlock
rates on personal loans. Result-60
per cent of all city banks were
found to be in violation of the
Truth in Lending Act in quotation
of interest rates on personal loans ..
-Falll975- PIRG fights city on
A UNM graduate. student in
unfair assessment of citizens for
who was a counselor
psychology
alleyway paving; begins study of
at the Veteran's Administration
water quality in the Grants
Hospital and Agora died during
Uranium mining area; begins
the spring break.
survey of checking account costs in
A memorial mass will be
Albuquerque.
Saturday
at 2 p.m. in the
-Spring 1976 - PIRG offers
Newman
Center
for Edward
courses in affirmative consumer
Starr
Whitlock,
407
Dartmouth
action, offers course to survey
SE.
He
was
a
.graduate
of the
prescription drug prices in
University
of
Texas
at
Austin.
Albuquerque;
local
PIRG
representatives attend national
PIRG conference in Iowa to
provide input on national PIRG
operations.
-Summer 1976 - UNM students
participate in summer internship
programs with PIRG in areas of
affirmative consumer action and in
By Lynda Sparber
.
student determined research
A few weeks ago, a preliminary
·
'
projects.
gathering was held to form an older
·-Fall 1976- PIRG, with a new student organization for the
staff, moves to present offices at campus. One of the main goals of
107 C Cornell SE; UNM students the group was to establish a lounge
receive credit for research into for returning students to meet and
utility and uranium questions on be with their peers. They now have
local and national scale; PIRG that lounge,
. Madeline Betts, principal
begins Landlorci/Tenant booklet;
bills for upcoming legislative coordinator of the group, said the
session are begun; campaign begins New Mexico Union board has
to repeal food tax, and to raise provided a lounge for the group in
taxes on uranium.
the north end of the SUB, about
where the old ASA Gallery used to
CURRENT
be.
-Full time PIRG lobbyist begins
The Hearth Lounge, as it" is
work at current legislative session
called, is carpeted and has lounge
-Landlord,1Tenant booklet furnishings, round tables,. and a
published
display bulletin board. Betts said it
-Course offered in Nuclear is hoped older students will use the
Power and Lobbying by PIRG staff · area for their lunches and breaks
between classes.
-Research projects conducted in
The.
Women's
Center,
The group will meet today from
following areas: sex discrimination;
11:30
a.m.
to
1':30
p.m.
in
room
250
recognizing
some
of
the
problems
food pricing in Albuquerque
of the SUB to select officers and unique to the older student, has
grocery stores; commercial energy discuss
group guidelines and goals. · begun a re-entry program. Two
waste; prison reform, and nuclear
In the initial meeting, which drew days a month, from April through
energy industry (research with between 70 and 125 persons , the July, 'the center will offer special
possible litigation involved}.
older students filled out feedback orientations on the fourth Tuesday
sheets which detailed individual and Friday of the month. Only one
concerns and prob1ems on campus. session is needed.
The main issue cit eel was the need
The purpose of the orientations is
for more counseling.
to provide returning students with
Other problem areas which the as smooth a transition into college
majority of older students shared as possible and to offer follow-up
were the need for more support services.
groups for older students, help with
forms, scheduling and financial
assistance, career counseling, and
information on the physical campus
and parking areas.
Betts is afraid many of the
students who could benefit from
Dr. Glynn LJ. Issac, Prof. of Antl1ropoiOgy at fhe
being with other students their own University
o{ California at Berkeley, Will deliver a Icc•
age with similar problems and ideas ture, "Food-Sharing in Human Evolu!ion: Arare not being reached. Almost a chaeological Evidence from the Plio-PleiStocene of
East Africa." The lecture will be Tues. March 29 at 8
third of the student body is over the p.m.
in .Biology, rm. 100, On Wed. March 30 there
age of28.
will be a question and answer c:olloquium concerning

Funeral Held
For Counselo

Older Students Given
SUB- /Hearth' Lounge

•,

A LJMITED number :of back Issues of the LOBO are
availabl~ for 10 cents a copy in room 131, Marron
Hall. TFN
NONSMOKERS CLUB! 897.{)131, 4/6
PARTY.! Our sound 5Y.!llem booked so fasr In
D~cember we're doing it again! Frats, Sors, special
ra1e. We supply everyti:Jing. Call26t;.0235. 4/4
ENGIN!JERING JUNIOR$ INTERESTED in $500 a
month during their senior :year call Gene Henderson
at 766-2335 or write Navy Nuclear Power Programs
Officer, P.O. Box 8667, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87108. 4121
WANTED: PITCHER, 1-A fast pitch. Me11's Cit:y
League• .B42-1999. 3!28
·oo YOU HAVE a legal question'! Leonel CeniceroS,
attorney, answers legal questions In Wednesday
column In the tOBO, Send questions to the LOBO,
UNM Box 20 1 City, a7131 Qrdrop them at the LOBO
newsroom, room 138, Marron Hall. "3/23
RlCK LOPEZ and DaveGa•cia Rj_ght on! 3123
TilE PLANETS: Now appearing at Ned's. 3/23

THERE WILL BE; a m~ling of UNM's Circle K
Club, Monday, March 28, at 7:30p.m. in room 231
A, SUB, Interested parties are invited to ~t
tend, 3/28

$200.

Lost & Found

1 Boast

45 Female
animal
46 ----watch
48 Seizes
legally
52 Expulsion
from a
country
56 Vim:
Informal
57 Egg-shaped
58 P.assable
59'Put on the
payroll
60 ---·- point:
Center of
attraction
61 Wood
product
621/640 of a
square mile
63 Examines
by touching
64 Anne, Maria,
Jeanne, et

vows: 2
words
9Token
receivers
1 4 Death rattle
15 Feminine
name
16 Spartan serf
17 Black: Poet,
18 Sky: Prefix
19 "--·--for
Love"
20 ThE! GrElat
EmanclpatoJ
21 Bent: 2
words
23 Exhibit
25 Nota---26Loki's
daughter
27 Dolt
29 Touch a
base runner
al
32 Was painful
65 Germ
35 Word of
comparison
DOWN
36 Quartette
less one·
1 Lord's
37 Interest
Prayer food
earner
2Jewlsh
38 Nuts
congregation
39 Roll.call
leader
response
3 Bitter drug
40 Agricultural
4 Ending with
building
nitro and
41 Fully
hydro
developed
5 Set in
42 Canadian
position:
Indians
Var.
43 Not
6 Bird
functioning
enticing
44 NL team

l rcparc now. Cull

lfn
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FOUND: KEYS ON RING. Dt"Scribe & claim,
Journalism 216, 9-J. p.m. 3123
FOUND: KEY near Yale ParJ.;, 317177. rde11tify &
claim, rm, l3l, Marron Hall, 3/24
LOST: CHROME CROSS P~ncll. 243-0462 after
5. 31<5
FOUND; WOMAN'S WATCH, Ynle & Central,
~/ll/77. De~cribe & claim, rm. 131, Marron
Hall. 3/28

LOST: Feb 17; $hOrt-hair, srcy, female tiger cat. .8421999. 3/22
LOST: WJREFRAME GLASSES, Johnson Oym
men's lockerroom. 2519-5195. 3/28
LOST: BLACK, WIREFRAME, photo-brown
glasses. Mitchell Hall ladies restroom, 2657226. 3123
FOUND: RING. 3rd floor Zimmerman ladies
n:stroom, 312I/77, Describe & claim rm. I31,
Marron Hall. 3/29

Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

ACROSS

5 Marriage

LSAT·MCAT l:!XAMS~

1

Profcss:iollal Edu~;:ators of N~w Me)!:iCQ, lnc. e,42-

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate

Setvlces

device
some
7 Spiced meat
typewriters:
stew
2 words
8 Pig food .
35 Third: Prefix
9 Out of the
36 ----- card
sun
monte
1 0 Pretend: 2
38 Moved very
words
slowly
11 Fruit
42 Callus
source: 2
44 Edible
words
mushrooms
12 Library '
45 Sags
volume
47 Add up
130newho
48 Usher's
does: Suffix
post
21 Cutter
49 Add zest to
22 Durable
50Pommede
wood
-----: Potato
24Chemicat
51 Drive
prefix
quickly
27 Fellows
52 Remove
28 Take It easy 53 Bacchanal's
30 English river
cry
31 Departs
54 Snakes
32Besides
55 Hialeah
33 Hairdo:
counselor
Informal
59 0wns
34Keyon

S.E., 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, $lereo,
amplifiers, Ruto radios. lnsta.ll burglar oll\rms. IO~o
discount for sludcnts wJth lD's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 4/29
TYPING, ISTQUALITY,BB3·7787. 4/6
TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH. Selo:clric, Of'l·campus.
296·8564. 3/31
TYPING, EDJTJNG, Call Kim: 266-!Xll?, 418
NEEO HELP? Researcl1, revision, editing, typing,
281-3001. 3/25
IT TAKES 8 WEEKS to reach fluency in french, l4
to ac.:hleve Frcnth Unh,.crshy level (l .$-2(} U.s.
Credits) in total Immersion in France, 30 hours of
Aud!Q·Visua.l and programmed insttuctloll a wee};",
family living. Open to determined beginners nnd
near-beginners, year round. Normandy, Paris, Nice.
Call 82J-OJ88, meeting to be arranged by director. 3125
EXPERT T\'P!NG, 266-4567. 3/2S
AUTO REPAIR: Import specialist, American repair
available. 205 Stanford Aile}'. 255~3180. 3128
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Call Lynn, 2660760, 4/5

Foe Sale
NEW SHIPMEN'f of 1.50 Bertin bicycles-plus,
many French accessories. Some used blcycle;o;. R.C.
Hallett's, 843-9378. tfn
20 PORTABLE TV's: $30.00 tQ $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-.5987. 3/24
FINEST SELECTION of handmade wedding sets,
Charlie Romero, 2945 Wyoming NE. 293·
6901, 4/29
RCA MARK 8 stereo tape player& .spea:kcr$. Mike at
277-2757. 3/24
LESLIE MODEL 60 speakers and amp; 1944 O..JB
Martin Guitar, 266-4567. 3/25
1967 VW FASTBACK. Good condlJion. $800.00,
877-3899. 3125
WATER BED; moving, must sell. Complete super
single, $55.00.299-1938, 3/28
SINGER MACHINE: Sewing rnachi11e, not claimed.
Equipped to buttonhole, :dg-wg. Pn)' S19.00 and ta.kc
rnac:hlne. 25.5-7535. 3/28
MOVING. MUST SELL. Two excellent Yamal1a 250
MX's. $4(1(),(1().$600.00. 345-6138, 265-6139. 3/28
REPOSSESSED SONY. Big screen Trlnatron color
TV, take over payments of $9.00 monthly till balance
is paid off. 2.$5-7535. 3128
.SOo/o OFF. Everything must go, no reasonable offer
refused. Sansul, Kenwood, Ploneer1 Gartnrd and
other stereo equipment, 255-7534. 3/28

DUE TO DlVOA.CE: Ktrby V!lCll~tm cl~ner, New
warranty, 1977 mod <:I. 'rnke aver fl'll.)'llltrlt$ of $7,37 a
~month, 2$5·1535. 3/2S
'72 LAND CRUISER, Sl?OO.OO. Walor bed, Sl$.()1),
650 Bonne,•illc. $450.00. 34$·61.38. 3/28
AKC LABRADOR$: (yclfQw) bl'nutirul, lnt~llf!j.eni;
field qunllty. 842.·9729. 3/29

•
CO~LEGE STUDEN'tS, PARTTIMil. flam $10.00

Americru1 Youth Bnterptr~c Df;aler,
.bond~. Wrlt~Fra:f Nov~k, Dqn, J....
Av~.,

Laurel Sprlngr, N.J.

f>tud<:nts
C!liTY our PIX'IHnded

labor ln~

t.erviews In 0rflnts 1 Oallup& 1urroundine urea.s. MU$1

BEST UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS. F·urni•hod
erfide:n~y and one--bedrooms, 20B·9 COit~mbla s.a.
SI40.00-Sl80.00, bills Jl<lld, Cnlllll·26BS, 4/5
FUR-NISHED 2·BEDI\OOM APARTMENT, New

t~hag enrpcllt% dh;hwat.her. Wnjk UNM, TVJ,

$230.00. 247·1854, 843·7632. 3/29
COZY NEW EFFICIENCY UNITS avai)nbl~ now!
Complete kitchens, love!)' furniture. Utill,lcs paid by
landlord. For hassle-free l!vins, can 'fotu Tcrrifl R~f
Estate Co.l66-1997. 3129

hav~ own lrampofi,~Jti(m

Jtnct tic lW!lihtblc to work

0

KAITANA J.c:c. suJnmer day ~mp Jn M1u11Anos.:

S»

R.esenrch, ~77·2216, 3/23

rtow lniC~rvlewlng A&C1 nature, cnmpcro.ft, m,1ile,

$200.00 WEEKLY: sturtin$ envr,lo~ nlrcndy
slamped and addressed, Free liUpplies. Send &elf..
addres5ed stamped envelope to: Diversified, 1206'
Camden Drive, Richmond, VA 23229. 3/28
PARi TIME WORK: S400,00 a month, !50 openings.
Caii2S.~-1.H7, 1-3 p.m. only. 3/23

0

r:::

'<

Afl.r.t 6 p.m. 3/29

r:r

selor1. Salurles compeUdve. Rob ll~la.son~ 2SS·3644,

b

0

SUMMER '77 IN EL1ROPB. Lonctna, Parts.

APAn.TME:NT MANA<:lER WANTED: prctcr
mature IUJl.lc who Is both responsible and
mechnnicnlly inclined lo care for&. maint11j~ 26 ncnver
units In lieu of re11t. 1ntervicw by appulnlment only.
Ca.11293-0770, 8·5 weekdays, 3123
WE NBED SOMEONE that ls a senior journalism
student or worldug toward a master•ll degree In the
same field to collaborate 011 the writing or n book.
Details discussed with. appointment. Call 821-308!il
Qfter 6;00 p.m. 3/2S

~-

dance, water sMety, ~1:"¢atlon nx:clulhtl, & coun.

$witzcrlnnd, Ualy, AustriA & Oerma.ny. Depart June
OVERSEAS JOBS-sumrner/year-round. Europe,
S. America, AUslra.Ha, Asln1 etc. All fje\ds, .$500.00·
$1200.00 monthly, Expenses paid, slghts~lns. Free
inf.orm.~Wrile: lntemntlonnl Job- Center, Dept. NO,
llox4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 3/25
PART TIME HELP WANTED; Sales clerk &
stocking. MU$t be over 21, graduate students only.
Apply in person, no phone cptls, Siive-.Way .Lic,uor
Store, 5704 Lomas Ulvd. NE. 3/2'

~

evcntnss & weekend$ from Ma~h U to Ma.y 31.
Tro.vcl com &. per diem ·cx~nl!cS provJdtd, Comuct
Shirley Emln, Uuren11 of Uusineu & EconomiC!

Travel

Employment

..
..z
..,.,B::
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Wlflt e~pcr(cnce to

Fot Rent

'1:!

S»

()q

23 from Albuq; Rcillrn July 19. Only $1450.00.

lnclud~ meals, room, & guk!~ foOri. fn.lernationnl

Edue:ntlonlnc. Cnll26S..o4S2, 3/23
8UI\OPE/WORLDWIDE flcadcml< dl•roun!O yw
roUQd, S,A,T,A., 4228 First, Tut:ker·, OA 30084,
(BOO) 241·9082, 3/JO
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ffilsc:ellaneous
STl,JOI;NtS; leaving for the summer and Wlltlt to
keep: your house or apl'lrtmem for next fn\1?1 n~;ed a
pin~ for S\lmmer months only. CnU 871.()217 after !5
p.m. 3/29

A'demonstrat{on of Datlk will be glveu by Oisele
Drbse)' on March 24, 7·8:30 p.m. Thurs. ln 1he
A'6UNM Crafls Aren.
PIRG'.tl Renters Ouldo b' he to Mudcnfs, Pick
yours up at J07CCorncll SE,

Use these coupons
and prove two can eat cheaper than one!
BIG BOY
Restaurants

...

1.,

.•

....

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

FISH

Sandwich

lht-Jetture 1n Amhro. 118 al4 p-.m.

Big Boy
Combo

BIG
BOY

Salad & Fries

•

WANTICCI

Present this coupon at .any of the
participating Big Boys in your area
and receive 2 Big B'oys for less than
lhe price ol one.

"A closs·A parody of 'JAWS'...
Slde·spliHing obsurdlfy abound$..,

Offer good lhru March

HUSTLER

3:30

5:00

8:00

'"' J2nlfNC()~If
'""'~"
Co!ntr\1 E 25!-B:OS
I'{

ADUU [Nf(R"fAINM£Nf

•

179

Offer good thru March 21, 1977. one ·coupon per cuStomer per vlslt

~

5115 Central NE

Pancho Villa -"1· -····

~ A
.

1977. One coupon per customer per vlsJt.

•

2tor

/ J

"GUMS

Starring TERRI HALL & BROTHER THEODORE
Show Times
2:00
. 6:30

99$

Present this coupon at any of the
particlpaling Big Boys iii your area
and receive 2 Big Boy Combos lor
less than the price of one..

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

·"Sex-crazed mermaid Terri Hall
gives the best deep throat ever."
PLAYBOY

A ROBERT J. KAPLAN & PAUl COHENpresonll
FILM

~7,

2tor

•

•

552 Coronado Center
'1528 Eubank NE
· 2100 Menaul NE
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She Turns Her Tricks Into Gold
For most streetwalkets in Albuquerque, life consists of turning toughly eight or
nine tricks a day in order to finance a consuming heroin habit•
"The more they do dope, the longer they're on the streets," said a vice squad detective from the Albuquerque Pollee Department.
· He said the average age of the streetwalker in the city is between 18 and 21,
although arrests have been made for 13· and 14-year·olds. "They walk the streets
because they're too young to bar·whore," he said.
urhere's not too many old prostitutes who are also he.roin addicts. They usually
pass away before they get to be very old-but not until they've managed to get a few
others onto heroin and into prostituting themselves."
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By Rebekah Szymanski
"I was working undercover for
At eight in the morning the the APD vice squad. She was stan~
shaking in her arms and legs forces ding on a street corner by herself. I
her out of bed and onto the picked her up. "
sidewalks along Central.
He steers the car into the
She needs mqney to keep the gold driveway of the motel, switches the
flowing through her veins.
motor bff and grabs the keys when
he
gets out to pay for the room.
Waving her thumb at her side,
"I. closed the door behind her
she waits for a man to offer a ride,
and
we sat down on the side of the
hoping that once she's sitting next
bed
and
talked for a few minutes. I
to him he'll want more than just the
told her What I wanted and took the
view of her thigh.
This job brings in nearly $200 a $20from my pocket."
day--;-$20 for 20 minutes work.
He returned from the motel ofAnd it all goes to support her adfice
and drove the car around to the
diction to heroin.
back of the room. She sat staring
She stands alone on the corner .out the side window. ·
while the March wind gathers dirt
"Your honor, the officer asked
from the gutters and grates it across
·.her
for sex. That's entrapment. I
her bare legs. She watches a man
move
for a mistrial. "
parade across the street, gripping
his leather briefcase.
He unlocks the door to the room
Yesterday, in magistrate court,
and follows her in. He. clos~:;; it
the lawyers in her prostitution: trial
had walked into the courtroom
with briefcases like that. She'd sat
at a table before the judge and watched while they unloaded their
stacks of notes and legal briefs.
• Levi Pre-washed Jeans gw
"Will you raise your right hand?
• Wrangler Jeans 9 99
Do you swear to tell the truth, the
• Wrangler Cords 9 99
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· behind him, turns the lock and
slides the bolt into its latch.
rrwill the defendant approach

the bench? Listen. I'm not speaking
as a judge now. I understand
you've graduatedfrom T-V/ and
that you've got a son at home. This
is no kind of life to live, I do hope
you decide to change-for your
family's sake, your child's sake, for
your own sake. "
«Yes, your honor, I will. I
promise I will. "
She stretches out on her back,
props her hands behind her head
and counts the spots on the ceiiing.
1·.~ l'~lal>scs m· \..ontat·t 1 ,NJ~c:-.

Fast ser\'ice, quality and
st vie at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
(Next door to Casey nexa/1 Drug).
•••Lomas at Wa'il'liflgton·255.-

Pants & Plants

LIQUIDATION SALE

Photo by Koren Panagakos

Budget Appropriations
To, Begin in ASUNM
Tonight's ASUNM Senate
meeting will kick off the 1977-78
budget deliberations. Separate
packages of budget recom• mendations have been submitted to
senate by president Damon Tobias
and the Senate Finance Committee.
Senate must now work out a budget
that will not exceed the $281,000 it
will have for allocations from the
Activity
Fee.
Campus
organizations' requests total almost
$500,000.
.
Senate will be working overtime
in the coming weeks to complete its
budget proposals in time for the
budget referendum, which is included in the spring General
Election. The spring election will
probably be held on April13.
Many organizations seem likely
to receiove substantial cuts in their
requests, and should be anything
but jubilant over it.
Fund-seeking groups whose
appropriations will be considered
tonight are: Cultural Program
Committee, Agora, Engineers Joint
Council, Lobby Committee, Child
Care Co-op, International Center,
Asa Gallery, ATM Business Club,
Poetry Series,
Fiesta and
Homecoming committees.
Also on the senate agenda for
tonight is an appropriation bill to
give $200 to a group called "Jesus

whole truth and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?... State
your name and address... "

An old green Mustang stops at
the curb in front of her and the
door swings open.
A middle-aged man stares at her.
can do anything." Sen. David He drums his forefinger on the
Garcia, who is sponsoring ~he bill, steering wheel as she climbs in.
may or may not explain why the
. "I'm looking for some fun."'
group needs the money, in view of The man grins.
its claim.
The car inches along with the
The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. morning traffic and stops for a red
in rm. 250 of the SUB. All in- light.
terested people are urged to attend.
"I know where it is," she says, ·
"but I could really use some
money." The light turns green. He
watches her hand as she slowly runs
a finger along the hem of h.er dress.

Category Added
·To Photo Issue

"Your honor, the state intends to
prove that the said defendant is indeed guilty of the crime of
prostitution ... that she knowingly
accepted money from a mafl after
promising to have sexual intercourse with him.''
The car behind them honks its
horn. "There's a motel further up
on Central," he says. He shoves his
foot on the accelerator and the car
shakes through the intersection.
"Twenty dollars," she answers.

• Jean Jackets (lined) goo
•

•

Flannel Shirts 4° 0
Denim Dresses 9 99

SWEATERS*SKI JACKETS*WIND BREAKERS*SO% OFF
CLAY POTS* GLAZED POTS*PLANTS*SO% OFF
??THE SALE WJLL RUN FROM MARCH 7 TO APRIL 7??

-----EVERYTHING MUST GO----Open :M-F 10am-6pm Sat l-6 1012 Coal SW 243-0200

Daily Lobo
Classiti·ect
Advertising·
Marron Hall
Room·105
or by mail to:

UNM Box 20, UNM
Albuquerque, NM ( ,._
·87131

~~..

Specials
Mon. -Fri.
All Drinks

2Forl
5-Bpm
Sat.-Till 9pm
Sun-Till 7pm

Reg. Bar Drinks
Daily fellowships at tdO p.m. in 246 Solano NE.
' ' '
'

~66·2492,

soc

SANDWICH

A Fine Drinkin_g Establisluucnl

.I

